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Letter to Editor 
Job Costing is account which tracks the costs and earnings by" job “and 
enables standardized reporting of profitability by job. For an account system 
to support job going, it must allow job figures to be assigned to individual 
particulars of charges and earnings. A job can be defined to be a specific 
design done for one client, or a single unit of product manufactured, or a 
batch of units of the same type that are produced together.

To apply job going in a manufacturing setting involves shadowing which" 
job “uses colorful types of direct charges similar as direct labor and direct 
accoutrements, and also allocating overhead costs (circular labor, bond 
costs, quality control and other overhead costs) to the jobs. A job profitability 
report is like an overall profit & loss statement for the establishment, but is 
specific to each job number.

Job Costing may assess all costs involved in a construction" job “or in 
the manufacturing of goods done in separate batches. These costs are 
recorded in tally accounts throughout the life of the job or batch and are also 
epitomized in the final trial balance before the preparing of the job cost or 
batch manufacturing statement.

The distinction between job going and process going hinges on the nature 
of the product and, thus, on the type of product process. Process going is 
used when the products are more homogeneous in nature. Again, job going 
systems assign costs to distinct product jobs that are significantly different. 
An average cost per unit of product is also calculated for each job. Process 
going systems assign costs to one or further product processes. Because 

all units are identical or veritably analogous, average costs for each unit of 
product are calculated by dividing the process costs by the number of units 
produced.

Numerous businesses produce products with some unique features and some 
common processes. These businesses use going systems that have both job 
and process going features. Using job costing: Job costing is the process of 
determining the labor and accoutrements cost for each job in a methodical 
way, and also using this information to produce a quotation for the client. Job 
going or cost account can be used in nearly any assiduity (especially service 
assiduity) to insure that the product pricing covers factual costs, above and 
provides a profit. The purpose of any business is to make plutocrat, and job 
going is the most effective way to insure that occurs. In a job going system, 
costs may be accumulated either by job or by batch. For a typical job, direct 
material, labor, subcontract costs, outfit, and other direct costs are tracked at 
their factual values. These are accrued until the job or batch is completed. 
Outflow or"burden"may be applied either by using a rate grounded on direct 
labor hours or by using some other Exertion Grounded Going cost motorist. 
In case, once outflow/ burden are added, the total cost for the job can be 
determined. However, which lacks true job going functionality, the costs must 
be manually transferred out of Work in Process to Finished Goods (Cost of 
Goods Vended for service diligence), If the accountant is using a general 
tally account system. Of course, in the days of motorized job going software, 
journaling costs manually is an obsolete process. Similar hand-journaling is 
obligatory for companies that continue to use general account software to do 
job going. Enlightened accountants are moving forward and using job going 
software, thereby perfecting cost control, reducing threat, and adding the 
chance of profitability.
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